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Among the simplest solutions of dissipative partial differential equations are traveling waves, that
is, solutions that preserve their shape while moving at a constant velocity. In a coordinate system
that moves with the velocity of the wave, a traveling wave becomes a stationary solution. This fact
allows the stability of traveling waves to be studied by linearization.

Concatenated traveling waves are solutions that look like one traveling wave at the left and
another, with greater velocity, at the right. An example is what happens if one lights a fuse in the
middle: combustion fronts travel in both directions.

Doug Wright and Sabrina Selle have independently developed a stability theory of concatenated
traveling waves. Their work treats concatenated waves as a sum of waves. This approach may not
be optimal. For example, if the left traveling wave approaches its left state at a fast exponential
rate and the right traveling wave approaches its left state at a slow exponential rate, the sum will
approach the left state at a slow exponential rate. This is probably not what actually occurs.

I will present an alternate approach to stability of concatenated traveling waves that does not
rely on viewing them as a sum of waves. An approximate solution consists of one traveling wave at
the left, another at the right, and the sum of the waves in a middle region. Exact nearby solutions
can be treated using linearization about each traveling wave at the left and right, and linearization
at the appropriate constant state in the middle. We use Laplace transform to solve the linear
problems and to eliminate jumps in the solutions across the boundaries between the regions.

This is joint work in progress with Xiao-Biao Lin.
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